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Good afternoon.  My name is Pete Didisheim. I am the Advocacy Director for the Natural 

Resources Council of Maine and I appreciate the opportunity to testify in opposition to 

DEP’s proposal that Maine be exempted from certain air pollution control requirements 

established by the 1990 Clean Air Act amendments for the 13 states that comprise the 

Ozone Transport Region (OTR).   

 

Along with others who will testify today, NRCM appreciates that DEP is holding this 

public hearing on proposals that raise significant questions about Maine’s involvement in 

regional air pollution control strategies that have benefited the people of Maine. 

 

DEP is making two requests to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.  The first 

involves nitrogen oxide (NOx) pollution—a major ozone precursor; the second involves 

volatile organic compounds (VOCs)—which also are ozone precursors, but which also 

can be toxic pollutants that pose a range of direct risks to public health.  

 

NRCM has both process concerns and substance concerns with these proposals.  With 

regard to process, we are concerned that neither the NOx waiver nor VOC opt-out 

proposals were revealed in a transparent way to the public. DEP submitted the NOx 

waiver request to EPA on October 13, 2012 without any notification to the public. Public 

notice for the VOC proposal was not much better; it was very difficult for anyone to learn 

about it.  As documented further in Attachment A, we believe that the public notice 

process for major changes like these is broken and should be revised so that interested 

parties have more of an opportunity to participate.   

 

Moving on to the substance, NRCM opposes the proposed VOC revision and the 

statewide NOx waiver because we believe Maine has more to lose than to gain through 

these proposed rollbacks.     

 

Existing Ozone Standard Not Protecting Maine People   

 

NRCM believes it is a mistake for Maine to seek relief from the OTR’s regulations on 

ozone precursors at a time when we know that the existing federal ozone standard is not 

sufficiently protective of public health.   
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DEP is requesting opt-outs from the OTR ozone requirements based on the 2008 8-hour 

ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS), which is set at 75 ppb.  

However, EPA has concluded that the standard should be revised to a lower level. Based 

on extensive review of the science, EPA’s Clean Air Act Advisory Council unanimously 

recommended a new 8-hour average ozone standard within the range of 60 and 70 ppb. 

And the recommendation was not made just once.  Rather, this important EPA science 

advisory board has communicated its unanimous position for a stronger ozone standard to 

the EPA Administrator four times over the past decade, in 2006, 2007, 2008, and 2010.
1
  

 

The body of science shows that the current ozone standard is not protecting children, 

senior citizens, and people with respiratory ailments such as asthma. This is particularly 

relevant for Maine, which has both some of the highest asthma rates in the country
2
 and 

the highest average age of residents of any state.
3
  These two factors—Maine’s high 

asthma rates and aging population—should make the Maine DEP extra cautious about 

proposing a weakening of air pollution control requirements on facilities based on an 

ozone standard that isn’t currently protecting these population subgroups.  

 

By every indication, EPA is moving forward with a rulemaking to change the 8-hour 

ozone standard to 70 ppb.  According to 2010 to 2012 data, two monitoring sites in 

Maine would exceed a level of 70 ppb
4
, which would put many York County, Hancock 

County, and possibly other Maine counties back into non-attainment.   

 

With this in mind, NRCM believes that it is not sound policy to opt out of NOx and VOC 

controls that could be important elements of Maine’s strategy to regulate ozone 

precursors under a stronger federal ozone standard. Any permits granted during a period 

of waivers would result in increased in-state emissions without the benefit of offsets, 

making it more difficult to secure emission reductions in the future.  

 

Maine Has More to Lose than Gain 

 

The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 created the multi-state Ozone Transport Region, 

with specific requirements for regional controls on air pollution that crosses state borders.  

For major new pollution sources in the OTR states, emissions of VOCs and NOx are 

subject to a 1.15 emission offset requirement. Through this mechanism, the OTR states 

have reduced emissions as their economies have expanded.  This has been particularly 

important for Maine, because so much of our pollution blows into the state from upwind.  

 

Since 1990, Maine has adopted a “clean hands” strategy when it comes to OTR.  We 

have abided by the OTR requirements while also insisting that upwind states reduce 

pollution that ends up jeopardizing the health of Maine people.  Because Maine is at the 

                                                 
1
 See Letters from CASAC Chair Rogene Henderson, EPA-CASAC-07-001 (October 24, 2006), EPA-

CASAC-07-002 (March 26, 2007) and EPA-CASAC-08-000 (April 7, 2008) respectively, and Chair 

Jonathan Samet, EPA-CSAC-10-7 (February 19, 2010). 
2
Approximately 10% of Maine adults currently have asthma compared to the 7.8% nationally, and 10.7% 

of children have asthma compared to 8.9% nationally.  http://www.maine.gov/dhhs/mecdc/population-

health/mat/asthma-information/asthma-in-maine.htm   
3
 http://www.statemaster.com/graph/peo_med_age-people-median-age  

4
 Cadillac Mt-72; Cape Elizabeth-71, Kennebunkport -74; and Port Clyde-73.    
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end of the tailpipe, we have the most to gain (and we have gained a lot) through this 

multi-state approach. We also have the most to lose if it were to fall apart.   

 

Over the past 20 years, air quality has improved throughout the OTR states, including in 

Maine. We still experience too many high ozone days;
5
 and, as mentioned earlier, some  

Maine counties would not be in attainment of a new, more protective ozone standard.  

However, Maine’s air quality has improved in no small part due to the OTR. More 

importantly, other states have done much more to reduce their emissions over the past 20 

years than has Maine.  

 

As the attached figures show (see figures 1 and 2 below), nearly every state in the 13-

state OTR has reduced its NOx and VOCs by a higher rate relative to its 1990 baseline 

than has Maine. These data, covering the period 1990 to 2008, show that upwind states  

have shouldered a more significant burden to reduce air pollution than Maine has, and 

this is all to the good for Maine’s air quality—because we depend on those states 

reducing the pollution that comes to Maine.  

 

If the ozone standard is changed to 70 ppb, we will depend on the actions of upwind 

states even more than we do today.  If a warming climate increases the formation of 

ozone, creating more high ozone days, then we will depend on the actions of upwind 

states more than we do today.  Maine has received very significant benefits through the 

OTR without much burden, but now we seem to be saying through DEP’s proposals that 

we don’t care about regional air pollution strategies any longer. We want out.  This is a 

mistake that could come back to bite us if it leads to an unraveling of the OTR.   

 

The argument has been made that these exemptions are necessary so that Maine’s paper 

mills do not have to purchase offsets if they convert to natural gas for energy.
6
  However, 

this claim is not convincing.  Verso’s Bucksport Mill was not required to purchase offsets 

during its conversion to natural gas, nor should any other such conversion since natural 

gas releases fewer emissions than oil.  Others have made vague and unsubstantiated 

claims that Maine’s OTR obligations have cost Maine jobs.  Any such assertion needs to 

be documented and weighed against the huge economic benefits of cleaner air, including 

through reduced emergency room visits for those with asthma and reduced premature 

deaths for those with respiratory difficulties.      

 

One final point:  DEP is asking EPA to “temporarily remove the regulatory provisions” 
7
for VOCs, but fails to explain what is meant by “temporarily.”  As a result, it is totally 

unclear what DEP is asking for.  Is this offset intended to be basically permanent, but 

DEP felt ambivalent about making that point clear?  Is it just for a period of time to 

squeak a few permits through?  What does DEP envision would be the mechanism for 

reverting back to the OTR requirements?  And how would this offset, if granted, be 

superceded by a new EPA ozone standard, if and/or when, that standard is imposed?   

 

 

 

                                                 
5
 See DEP ozone alerts for 8/21/13 an 8/22/13 http://www.maine.gov/dep/news/news.html?id=585440  

6
 Phttp://www.pressherald.com/news/easing-of-smog-rules-backed-by-paper-mills_2013-08-01.html 

 
7
 DEP OTR “Restructure” Request Technical Analysis, February 11, 2013, P.4. 
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Conclusion  

 

Maine has long held the appropriate position that we need “clean hands” when it comes 

to calling on upwind states to reduce air pollution that can cause public health threats for 

Maine people. It is in this context that DEP’s request to terminate application of the new 

source review requirements for any major new or modified stationary sources of ozone 

precursors anywhere in Maine is troubling and could set a precedent that undermines 

regional air pollution control strategies.    

 

This DEP proposal violates the concept of a level playing field that has been a 

cornerstone of clean air policy throughout the region.  Because Maine has a large 

population of elderly residents and very high incidences of asthma, particularly in our 

children, Maine policy makers have a strong interest in continuing to reduce ozone 

pollution. The ozone standard used in DEP’s technical analysis is not sufficiently 

protective of public health, so now is not the time to relax our approach to in-state VOC 

and NOx controls.   We urge the DEP to withdraw this request to relax air pollution 

control requirements on major new facilities and plant modifications in Maine.   
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Figure 1 (above) and Figure 2 (below) show that relative to most other states, Maine did 

not reduce its emissions of VOCs and NOx as significantly, as a percent of their 1990 

baseline inventory. Virginia emissions are for the entire state, which may not be 

completely within the OTR.
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Table 1 Anthropogenic and Biogenic Emissions for 2008 from the National Emissions Inventory 

2008 Volatile Organic Carbon Area 2008 Nitrogen Dioxides 

Anthropogenic  Biogenic % Biogenic Anthropogenic  Biogenic % Biogenic 

86,238 48,728 36.1% CT 93,103 463 0.5% 

10,467 1,348 11.4% DC 13,189 16 0.1% 

28,740 27,056 48.5% DE 42,806 813 1.9% 

166,301 76,410 31.5% MA 168,618 955 0.6% 

153,467 146,428 48.8% MD 205,543 2,880 1.4% 

77,276 329,436 81.0% ME 71,668 1,961 2.7% 

55,468 90,918 62.1% NH 50,275 460 0.9% 

227,681 125,144 35.5% NJ 245,158 1,566 0.6% 

520,954 333,832 39.1% NY 442,209 7,613 1.7% 

437,455 420,164 49.0% PA 616,697 8,305 1.3% 

23,770 12,466 34.4% RI 18,963 148 0.8% 

29,330 74,543 71.8% VT 20,917 1,001 4.6% 

341,000 731,088 68.2% VA 376,293 8,049 2.1% 

2,158,146 2,417,561 52.8% OTR 2,365,439 34,230 1.4% 

 
Table 2 Emission Reduction from 1990 to 2008 with comparison of baseline percent contribution to 1990 emissions 

in the region and percent contribution to regional reductions.  

Volatile Organic Carbon 
Area 

Nitrogen Dioxides 

Reduction 

(TPY) 

% Reduction 

1990 - 2008 

% contribution 

to OTR in 1990 

Reduction 

(TPY) 

% Reduction 

1990 - 2008 

% contribution 

to OTR in 1990 

     153,591  5.33% 4.76% CT         95,033  3.80% 3.87% 

        14,462  0.50% 0.49% DC           6,103  0.24% 0.40% 

        44,167  1.53% 1.45% DE         50,760  2.03% 1.92% 

     251,295  8.71% 8.28% MA      220,534  8.83% 8.00% 

     208,468  7.23% 7.18% MD      207,607  8.31% 8.49% 

        80,255  2.78% 3.12% ME         55,674  2.23% 2.62% 

        51,588  1.79% 2.12% NH         48,569  1.94% 2.03% 

     440,945  15.29% 13.26% NJ      318,880  12.76% 11.60% 

     693,405  24.05% 24.09% NY      566,214  22.66% 20.73% 

     545,403  18.91% 19.49% PA      645,188  25.82% 25.94% 

        48,750  1.69% 1.44% RI         26,148  1.05% 0.93% 

        31,781  1.10% 1.21% VT         27,467  1.10% 0.99% 

     319,578  11.08% 13.10% VA      230,715  9.23% 12.48% 

 

Note that Maine has the highest percentage of Biogenic VOC emissions to its inventory.  

Since, generally speaking, biogenic hydrocarbons are much more reactive than 

anthropogenic ones, the actual impact of changes in VOC emissions is relatively less 

important when compared to changes in NOx.  Table 2 shows which states made larger 

reductions relative to their baseline contribution (highlighted in yellow) 
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Attachment A – Inadequate Public Notice of NOx and VOC Changes 
 

It is difficult not to conclude that DEP has tried to hide these proposed changes from the 

public.  Either that or the system for public notification is broken and needs to be repaired 

so that more interested parties and members of the public can learn about and participate 

in changes such as these.  Below is a description of DEP’s notification.  

 

With regard to nitrogen oxides, the DEP on October 13, 2012, submitted to EPA a 

request for a statewide waiver from the OTR NOx requirements for new major stationary 

sources and major plant modifications. DEP provided no notice to the public about this 

request—not through a newspaper notice, link on the DEP website, or communication to 

interested parties. There was neither an opportunity to submit comments nor an 

opportunity to request a public hearing. Because the NOx waiver request is not, 

technically, an amendment to the State Implementation Plan (SIP), public notice was not 

required by EPA.  As a result, today’s public hearing is the only real opportunity Maine 

people have to comment in person on the statewide NOx waiver.     

 

With regard to the proposed VOC revision to Maine’s Clean Air Act State 

Implementation Plan, public notice was not much better.  DEP placed a single ad in the 

classified section of the Saturday June 30, 2013, edition of the Kennebec Journal. The 

Kennebec Journal has the 21
st
 lowest circulation of any Maine newspaper, and Saturday 

is one of the lowest circulation days of the week. (See next page).  It also was difficult to 

find mention of the VOC opt-out request on the DEP website.  Even when a decision was 

made to hold a public hearing, the time and location for the public hearing were not 

included on the DEP website until today.  

   

Before passage of the regulatory reform bill (LD 1) in 2011, proposals such as these two 

likely would have been brought to the Board of Environmental Protection at least for 

notification of the BEP, if not for their approval.
8
 That process would have provided 

more transparency and notice to interested parties and the public.   

 

Until today, the DEP website listed the date but no location or time for this hearing  

  

                                                 
8
 LD 1 removed review by the BEP of “routine technical rules,” leaving those entirely to the DEP to amend 

and adopt.  These two proposals to the EPA are analogous to proposed changes in routine technical rules.  
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DEP Public Notice Placed in Maine Newspaper with 21
st
 Lowest Circulation 

 

 
  

Newspaper Circulation Number 

Portland Press Herald 47,326 

Bangor Daily News 45,180 

Portland Phoenix 44,500 

Lewiston Sun Journal 33,900 

Biddeford-Saco-OOB Courier 22,500 

Coastal Journal 20,000 

Falmouth Forecaster 20,000 

Portland Forecaster 19,500 

Maine Edge 18,000 

Eastern Gazette 17,500 

Rolling Thunder Express 16,000 

Ellsworth American 15,000 

Waterville Morning Sentinel 14,532 

South Portland Sentry 13,500 

Farmingdale Community Advertiser 13,000 

Rockland Free Press 12,500 

York County Coast Star 12,000 

Scarborough Current 12,000 

Kennebec Post 11,000 

Sanford Weekly Observer 11,000 

Kennebec Journal 10,792 

Brunswick Times Record 10,000 
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DEP Notice for VOC Proposal – Saturday June 30, 2013, Kennebec Journal 

 

 


